NOTE:
1. SECURELY FASTEN CONDUIT AND METERBASE/DISCONNECT SWITCH TO POLE.
3. IF SERVICE LINE IS GREATER THAN 90' IN LENGTH THEN A GUYING KIT IS REQUIRED.

4. POLE TO BE 6"x6"x25' TALL PRESSURE TREATED, PROVIDED BY AND IS PROPERTY OF OWNER.

WEATHER HEAD WITH ENOUGH WIRE HANGING OUT TO MAKE CONNECTION W/ 18" DRIP LOOP

5/8" OVAL EYE BOLT W/ 2"x2" FLAT WASHER

DROP LENGTH NOT TO EXCEED 125'-0"

SERVICE MAST W/ CLAMPS 12" FROM TOP AND BOTTOM SPACED 30" APART.

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE DISCONNECT SWITCH AS MANUFACTURED BY MIDWEST #UO75CTLOIO OR EQUIVALENT.
COMPLETE WITH ONE 15 OR 20 AMP (GFCI) AND ONE 30 AMP AND ONE 50 AMP CIRCUIT WITH RECEPTACLES.

FINISHED GROUND LINE

GROUNDING ROD & CLAMP W/ #6 BARE COPPER MINIMUM TO METER BASE/DISCONNECT SWITCH BOX
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